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Hubs included in the stock take:
•
•
•
•
•

China
N.b.
Hong Kong
this presentation is focused
Russia
on the non -OECD members
only
Singapore
UAE & Dubai in particular

OECD member states, included:
• Netherlands
• Switzerland
• United Kingdom
• USA
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China:
•
•

•

•

China has become a dominant force in commodities trading in the last 2
decades, with its huge demand for metals, minerals and energy commodity
imports
Chinese state-owned enterprises have expanded their trading activities to
most global hubs (for instance – Sinopec’s trading arm Unipec is regular
counterparty in the crude and products market in the US, UK, Singapore and
Switzerland), these international subsidiaries adopting local best practice in
accounting and controls for their trading activity.
China has a rapidly developing Community of Commodity Exchanges mainly
focused on facilitating business within Local markets (generally with large
volumes of activity) notably the Dalian Commodity Exchange, Shanghai
Futures Exchange, Zengzhou Commodities Exchange, and Shanghai
International Energy Exchange
The market participants the continued rapid development of Chinese port
reference pricing points for metals, minerals and LNG
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China: Government ministries/agencies overseeing commodity trading, commodity exchanges and
major trading companies operating across key global trading hubs
Who is regulated

regulator

Exchange market
participants

China Securities
Regulatory
Commission (CSRC)

Banks, Brokers

Energy Industry

Ministries

Exchanges
(commodities)

comment

State Council of the Dalian Commodities Exchange,
People's Republic of Shanghai Futures Exchange,
China
Zengzhou Commodities
Local companies and state- owned
Exchange, and Shanghai
enterprises are the major market
International Energy Exchange
participants with international
participation limited to local
China Banking and State Council of the Banks and brokers operating
subsidiaries with carefully
Insurance Regulatory People's Republic of on the exchanges, including
managed access to markets
Commission (CBIRC)
China
state banks
National Energy
Commission

Powerful policy & co-ordination body
Including representatives from several other ministries
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China: applicable reporting and transparency requirements in key global trading hubs, with a
focus on commodity trading, how they are used
Regulator

Organisation
empowered

Legal framework

Organisation to be
regulated

Power to

comment

CSRC

Each exchange

Members rules

Traders on
exchange, local
partners

Investigation, fine,
sanction, exit from
trading activity

Large trader position
reporting is required
by each exchange to
ensure well
functioning markets

State
Council

Tariff commission,
Customs officers

the Customs Law of the
People’s Republic of China

All importers of
commodities

Set and collect tariffs Limited reporting to
any other body that
the customs /
government

• As a major importer of commodities customs for the importing firm – usually a state utility, state company or local company - is very
important – this is not ‘trading’ specific but it is an important information point
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China - international task force recommendations adopted:
Common Frameworks

Organisations
empowered

Gaps

G20/ Financial Stability Board
recommendations

Various

Limited / no reporting
across company
performance and ‘trading’

(FATF) Financial Action Task force
recommendations

various

commonalities

Discussion points

China is an important member of the FSB but is yet to
implement swap reporting requirements – as the
industry is in development
China is an important member of FATF and supports
the AML/ABC activities as evidenced by the exchange
rules

• FATF’s 2019 mutual evaluation report, produced by IMF staff on AML/and fighting terrorist financing in China
suggested that the large financial institutions and the many institutions operating internationally had a good
grasp of AML risk but that domestic firms were largely unaware of risks
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Hong Kong:
•

•
•
•

Hong Kong has been a hub of banking and trading in
commodities and a gateway city for international firms investing
in China and South East Asia in general, as well as a trusted
location for Asian investment in international markets
Hong Kong has a well-developed stock exchange – the HKSE
and a very experienced regulator – the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority
Hong Kong’s Trade and Industry Department regulates and
controls the trade in ‘strategic’ commodities carefully monitoring
imports and exports
Hong Kong’s financial and commodities firms tend to have
adopted best in class accounting a KYC /AML practices
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Hong Kong: Government ministries/agencies overseeing commodity trading, commodity
exchanges and major trading companies operating across key global trading hubs
Who is regulated

regulator

Importers/
exporters

Ministries

Exchanges
(commodities)

Trade and Industry
Department

Banking & financial
markets

HKMA (Hong
Kong Monetary
Authority)

HKMA

Banks, financial
intermediaries and
brokers

Securities And
Futures
Commission

SFC

Market
Participants

comment

Physical
commodities firms
shipping through
HK
Hong Kong
Exchange (HKEX)
(owner of the LME)

All financial market
participants
Banks,
intermediaries

Well regulated
financial/capital
markets with strong
collaboration
between groups
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Hong Kong: applicable reporting and transparency requirements in key global trading
hubs, with a specific focus on commodity trading, how they are used
Regulator

Organisation
empowered

HKMA

HKMA

SFC

SFC

Financial Services
and Treasury bureau
Financial reporting
council

Legal framework

Coherent and
comprehensive
regulatory
framework via local
legislation

Organisation to be
regulated

Power to

comment

Financial market
participants

License, regulate,
investigation, fine,
close-down
operations

Co-operation and
collaboration for the
protection of
investors and market
participants

Develops policy and legal framework to enable Hong Kong to retain
its position as a center for wealth management, investment and
capital markets, working closely with HKMA SFC
Listed firms

Uphold reporting standards based on IFRS
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Hong Kong: - international task force recommendations adopted:
Common Frameworks

Organisation
empowered

G20/ Financial Stability
Board recommendations

Various

(FATF) Financial Action
Task force
recommendations

various

Organisation
to be
regulated

Financial
services market
participants

Gaps

FRC requires
limited aggregated
reporting of trading
activities; no
requirement for
offshore physical
trading to be
reported

commonalities

Discussion points

Hong Kong does not require trade
reporting to a repository but has a focus
on financial stability via SFC & financial
services and treasury bureau
Exchanges, HKMA, SFC all require and
have AML, UBO, Sanctions, ABC
guidelines for their market participants

• Hong Kong regulators and authorities are focused on maintain a strong wealth and capital markets business;
• there is limited focus on regulation of physical commodities traders unless importing / exporting to/from Hong Kong
• Trade finance is a major source of business for the Hong Kong banking sector
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Russia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Russia is the world’s leading producer and exporter of natural gas and regularly
tops the world’s ranking for crude oil production and export
Russia has extensive pipeline transport and rail transport across its internal markets
and to its export markets.
Russia has a large capacity for oil refinery , metals production.
Russia has large coal, metal and mineral mining industries.
Russia’s trading is generally dominated internally by large state or ex state owned
enterprises, some of which have co-operated with International firms on large
development projects
Many Russian firms have satellite commodities trading offices in the major trading
hubs to access capital, markets and expertise
Capital markets within Russia are developing fast along international lines although
Sanctions have had a serious impact
The historic perception of corruption and graft remains, although government
efforts have significantly improved the business environment and demand for
Russian commodities are at an all time high
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Russia: Government ministries/agencies overseeing commodity trading, commodity
exchanges and major trading companies operating across key global trading hubs
Who is regulated

regulator

Ministries

All market
participants

Central Bank of
Russia

Central Bank of
Russia

Brokers, dealers and
other market
professionals

Central Bank of
Russia

Central Bank of
Russia

Federal financial
monitoring service

Federal financial
monitoring service

Exchanges
(commodities)

Market
Participants

comment

The Central Bank of Russia is the main regulator of the financial
markets, however not the commodities buying and selling
Moscow Exchange
(MoEx)

International
financial firms and
local firms

Manual trade
reporting is required
by the exchange on
behalf of the Central
bank
Ensures
implementation of
FATF
recommendations
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Russia: applicable reporting and transparency requirements in key global trading hubs, with a
specific focus on commodity trading, how they are used
Regulator

Organisations
empowered

Legal framework

Organisations to
be regulated

Central Bank of
Russia

Exchange

Regulation of the
provision of
information on
transactions"

All market
participants in
financial markets

Central Bank of
Russia

State owned
enterprises

Russian Law

SOEs

Power to

comment

The state owned enterprises certainly
maintain their records on trade imports and
exports with detailed statistics available to
the government; this appears to be
overseen by the central bank (tbc)
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Russia - international task force recommendations adopted:
Common Frameworks

Organisations
empowered

G20/ Financial Stability
Board recommendations

Various

(FATF) Financial Action
Task force
recommendations

Federal Financial
Monitoring
Agency

Organisations to
be regulated

Gaps

Although state
enterprises produce
export volumes for
Financial services the ministries – the
market participants extent of the trade
reporting is not clear
(TBC

commonalities

Discussion points

Manual trade reporting appears to be
intended to give the exchange visibility of
trades and therefor visibility financial
stability
The federal financial monitoring agency is
specifically to address fatf AML, UBO and
anti- terrorist financing recommendations

• Russia is a huge producer, exporter and consumer of commodities
• The information flows appears centralized via the ministries, state owned enterprises and central bank
• Further research required
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Singapore:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Singapore has established itself as a reputable global trading hub with a significant
number of key international players who have set up a base here.
Singapore’s Trade Development Board was formed in 1983 to further enhance
Singapore’s position as a premier international trading hub.
The Government strives to create a supportive environment that will enhance
Singapore’s position as a global trading hub.
The Government has supported commodities trading specific initiatives such as the
International Trading Institute (ITI), Global Traders Summit and International Trader
Development Fund. The International Trading Institute is a tripartite project with the
Singapore Management University and industry partners, which offers a business
degree that specialises in international commodity trading.
Singapore launched the Global Trader Programme (GTP) in June 2001 – an initiative
that encourages global trading companies to choose Singapore as their regional/global
base of operations, by providing concessionary rates of tax on qualifying trades
The Global Trader Programme is a merger of the Approved Oil Trader (AOT) and the
Approved International Trader (AIT) programmes which started in 1989 and 1990
respectively.
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Singapore: Government ministries/agencies overseeing commodity trading, commodity
exchanges and major trading companies operating across key global trading hubs
Who is regulated

regulator

Ministries

Brokers, investment
advisors, Non-Bank
Institutions with large
derivatives businesses

Monetary
Authority of
Singapore
(MAS)

1 Economic
Development Board,
2 Internal Revenue
Authority of Singapore
3 International
enterprise Singapore
(part of Ministry of trade
and industry)

Exchanges
(commodities
traded)

Market
Participants

comment

SGX (Singapore
260 companies
Regulated
Exchange) founded
under the GTP
through tax
1999. Derivatives basing their offshore incentive (5% or
(swaps, options,
trading activities in
10%) for
futures) for regional
Singapore, with
approved
Metals, Energy & about 40% being oil trading entities
Rubber, freight
traders – main
international and
Asian companies
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Singapore: applicable reporting and transparency requirements in key global trading
hubs, with a specific focus on commodity trading, how they are used
Regulator

Organisation
empowered

Monetary Authority Board – regulate and
of Singapore (MAS)
grant licenses

MAS

MAS

Legal framework

Organisation to be
regulated

Securities and
Futures Act,
Monetary Authority
of Singapore Act,
Banking Act,
Commodities trading
act, 1992, revised
2009

Commodities
Brokers, pools and
advisors

Securities and
All investors, banks,
Futures (Reporting of
non-financial
derivative contracts) institutions, excludes
regulations
retail investors

Power to

comment

Review books and Physical Metals, gas
records and regulate and oil not regulated
but firms ‘around the
edges are’, e.g.
brokers

Introduced reporting for all, swaps futures
and options including commodities
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Singapore: - international task force recommendations adopted:
Common
Frameworks

Organisation
empowered

Power to

Organisation to
be regulated

Gaps

commonalities

Discussion
points

Commodities
Trading Act

MAS appointed
‘’Board’ –
regulate and
grant licenses

,Review books
and records and
regulate

Brokers, pools
and advisors

Actual traders, bi FATF, G20, FSB
lateral OTC
recommentation
trades

Securities and
Futures
(Reporting of
derivative
contracts)
regulations

MAS

Introduced
reporting for all,
swaps futures
and options

All investors,
banks, nonfinancial
institutions,
excludes retail
investors

Excludes
physically settled Focused on system risk and based on
commodities
G20 and financial stability board
NBFI (less than
reform objectives
$5billion)

Focused on
overview of
good conduct,
and local
registration
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United Arab Emirates focus on Dubai:
•
•
•
•
•

Dubai has developed itself as a significant centre of the commodities trading since
2002 with the introduction, by the government of Dubai, of the Dubai Multi
Commodities Center.
The DMCC is a free trade zone (one of several in Dubai and throughout the UAE)
that is focused on commodities. Notably oil, LNG, Base Metals, Diamonds and
gold.
The DMCC owns the DGCX – the Dubai gold and commodity exchange, and the
DGCX owns its own clearing house the DCCC (The Dubai Commodities Clearing
Corporation)
The DGCX has been registered and designated by The European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA) as a third-country trading venue (TCTV) that meets the
post-trade transparency requirements under MiFID II and MiFIR
Dubai is also home to the Dubai Mercantile exchange in the Dubai International
Financial Centre regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Act, and cleared by the
CME under the auspices of the CFTC.
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UAE/Dubai: Government ministries/agencies overseeing commodity trading, commodity exchanges
and major trading companies operating across key global trading hubs
Who is regulated

regulator

Ministries

Exchanges
(commodities
traded)

Offshore entities

(DMCC) Dubai
Multi Commodities
Center

DMCC
UAE Securities And
Commodities
Authority

DGCX.com Dubai
Gold &
Commodities
Exchange

The exchange

Dubai International
Financial Center

Dubai Financial
Services Authority

Dubai Mercantile
Exchange Limited

Market
Participants

comment

Rules on import /
export to mainland
Dubai from tax free
zones
Shell, Vitol,
International Banks,
etc

CME cleared
contracts, DME
Oman contract is a
benchmark price for
the region
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UAE/Dubai: applicable reporting and transparency requirements in key global trading hubs,
with a specific focus on commodity trading, how they are used
Regulator

Organisation
empowered

Legal framework

Organisation to be
regulated

Power to

comment

DMCC

DMCC Authority
DGCX
DCCC

Comprehensive legal
framework
UAE Ministry of Finance

17,000 offshore
companies

Close operations

Anti money laundering,
ultimate Beneficial
ownership –
registration of
companies and activities
with Authorities

DFSA

DME Compliance

DFSA, UAE ministry of
finance

Market participants
(148 companies)
Top tier banks, oil
and international
traders

Investigate and
sanction, ensure
compliance with
international
requirements MAS,
CFTC, FSA, SFA

Aiming for CME
standards of trust with
liquidity rapidly rising
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UAE/Dubai: - international task force recommendations adopted:
Common
Frameworks

Organisations
empowered

Power to

Organisations
to be regulated

Gaps

commonalities

Discussion
points

AML, UBO,

DMCC Authority

Close operations

DMCC, DGCX,
DCCC

No trade
reporting for
physical trades

Increasing
transparency
especially KYC,
AML, UBO

Not set up for
trade reporting
currently

AML, UBO

DFSA, DME
compliance

Investigate, close
operations

DME

Trade reporting
is only local

Increasing
transparency
especially KYC,
AML, UBO

Exchange is
driving standards
up and has
predominantly
blue-chip market
participants
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Please feel free to get in touch:
Phil Culbert
Eccemonde.ltd
Commodities Trading Services
Tel. +44 33 0001 2422
Mobile +44 7460316611
Phil.culbert@eccemonde.com
www.eccemonde.com
Skype: philculbert
linkedin.com
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